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VIBRATIONS CAUSED BY SHIP TRAFFIC
ON AN ICE-COVERED WATERWAY

F.D. Haynes and M. Maatanen

INTRODUCTION TEST SETUP

During the 8-year demonstration program of Figures 1 and 2 show the locations ot the two
the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway naviga- test sites. The Cordon site was (hosen be(cause
tion season extension, several problems have the residence is about 30 m from shore, and it is
been identified. One of these was vibrations on a good vantage point from which to view the
shore resulting from ship traffic. This was partic- ship traffic. At this site shoreline reinforcement
ularly noticeable on the St. Marys River south of is buried rock and timber. The Doran site was
Sault Ste Marie, Michigan Several people with chosen because the shoreline protec tion is quite
homes along the shore complained of severe vi- different: steel sheet piling driven about 1 1in
brations, especially when the ice was frozen deep along the shore
solid and the soil between the shore and the Figure 3 shows the general instrumentation
house was frozen. An ice bonm was installed layout. Three accelerometers were mounted on
about 2 miles upstream from the problem area a steel plate that was tack welded to a pipe
in the winter of 1975-76 (Perham 1978) and it has frozen into the ice sheet The x and y direction
mitigated the vibration problem to some degree. accelerometers were oriented perpendicular to

In January 1979, transducers were placed on and parallel to the ship channel, respectively,
the ice, in the soil, and on houses at two sites on while the z direction ac celerometer %%as vertic al-
the St. Marys River. The objectives were 11 to ly oriented Accelerometers mounted on the ice
positively identify the ships as the source of the are shown in Figures 4 and 5 A (lo0se-up1 View Ot
vibrations, 2) to determine the magnitude, dura- the accelerometer mounting on the iU v is shown
tion and frequency content of the vibrations, in Figure 6 A 6.35-mm wire rope is shown at-

and 3) to determine the mode of transmission for tached to the mounting plate I his wire rope was
the vibration signals. All transducer signals were connected to a steel rod driven into the soil n
recorded on tape and later analyzed with a strip shore When the ice moved, the tack welds
chart recorder and a digital signal analyzer. failed, separating the mounting plate from the
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pipe. The wire rope acted as a fail-safe devike tween the geophones and the soil was achieved
which prevented the loss of the accelerometers by placing a soil-water slurry around each geo-
Figure 7 shows how the system worked during phone and allowing it to freeze overnight
breakup. At the Gordon site, x, y' and z direction a. cel

At each site a hydrophone (Fig. 8) was placed erometers were mounted on the floor oi' tis of
at mid-depth in the water (about 1.3 m). About the second floor of the house (Fig 10) 1he' were

midway between the shore and the houses three in about the same orientation as those mou, "ed

1-Hz geophones were buried about 015 m below on the ice and were the same type At the Doran

the ground surface (Fig. 9). Good coupling be- site, x, y and z accelerometers were mounted on

2
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Figure 11. Accelerometers mourned on the roof eave at the Doran site.

Figure 12. Cason ICaIawdY locking through at Sault Ste. Marie.
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Red Book (1979). Not all the hitp trat it between The USCGC Mackinaw
January and April (the peiod of instrLunientat ion) f igure 1 3 shows US( ( Mackinaw passing the
was recorded since manual oporation of the re Cordon site figure 14 is a plot of the data from
corder was necessary and the recorders were not the strip chart recorder for the Mackinaw pass-
always manned. However, 70 ship passages were ing the Goruon site on 20 January 1979 There
recorded at the Gordon site and 30 at the Doran were voice interrupts on (hannel no 8 at the
site, giving a good representation of the winter points where we observed that the bow and stern
navigation season. were passing the test site The magnitudes of the

In order to identify the ships as the source of transducer signals were found from Figure 14
vibrations we requested and received the per- and plotted on a standard vibration damage
mission of U.S. Steel to instrument one of their (hart (Fig 15) It ( an he seen from F igure 14 that
ore carriers The Cason 1. Callaway. a 233-m these maximum signals were at S WI, and that is
(767-ft) by 21.3-m (70-ft) ship with a 5.22-MW how they were plotted in Figure15 The 5-Hz tre-
(7,000-hp) engine was chosen (Fig. 12). Three ac- quency is the propeller noise of the Mackinaw,
celerometers (x, y and z directions) were placed which had a four-bladed propeller operating at a
in the bow at the waterline and three more in the shaft speed of 75 rpm It is also evident in Figure
stern at the waterline while the ship was in dry 14 that a strong 5 5-fit signal is present in all
dock at Duluth Harbor in December 1978 Data geophones
were collected on board ship using an instru- For a check on the dominant trequencv an HP
mentation recorder like those used on shore Digital Signal Analyzer was used This analyzer

has a two-channel input so signals from two
transdu ers (an be ( ompared figure 16 shows

TEST RESULTS the auto power spe( tra tor the x-direction geo-
phone and the x-diredtion a( eelerometer on the

As mentioned in the p'evious section all data house The auto spectrum is the Fourier trans-
were recorded on FM tape. First, all tapes were form of the auto correlation un( tion in the time
played out on a strip chart recorder with a fre- dJomain The dominant frequen v for the geo-
quency response up to 125 Hz to identify partic- phone signal is 5 5 Fiz I he resolution is 0 5 Hz
ular areas of interest. Vibration magnitude and on a 128-Ht bandwidth for the analyzer There-
duration were identified from a strip chart re- fore the 5- to 5 5-H/ frequen y obtained from
corder plot and frequency content was identi- the strip chart recorder is ( ontirmed by the auto
fied with a digital signal analyzer spectrum There is good orrelation at 5 5 Hz for

Figure i f. uSC(C Mac kinaw passing upbound at the Gordon -site.

Law8
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Figure 17. Auto power spectrum plots for the acceler-

ometer on the ice and the geophone (both mounted
parallel to the channel) for the Mackinaw upbound at
the Gordon site. Right scale for accelerometer, left

scale for geophone.
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ometer on the ice and the geophone (both vertical) for

the Mackinaw upbound at the Cordon site. Right scale
for geophone, left scale for accelerometer.

both the geophone and accelerometer signals. inda ate, a frequency of 8 Hz, which results from
Figure 17 shows the auto spectra of the y-direc- a shaft speed of 120 rpm with a four-bladed pro-

tion accelerometer on the ice and the y-direction peller This frequency was checked with the sig-
geophone. Figure 18 shows the auto power spe(- nal analyzer Figures 20-22 are the auto power
tra for the vertical direction accelerometer on spectrum plots of the geophones perpendicular
the ice and the vertical direction geophone to the channel, parallel to the channel and in the

verti( al dhre(tion respectively.
The Roger Blough figure 2 , shows the magnitude of the Rogter

Figure 19 is a plot of the data from the strip l~lough's vibration signals on a standard vibra-
chart recorder for the Roger Blough passing the hon chart
Cordon site on 22 january The geophone signals

E t
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Figure 20. Auto power spectrum plot for the Figure 21. Auto power spectrum plot for the

geophone mounted perpendicular to the chan- geophone mounted parallel to the channel for
nel for the Roger Blough downbound at the the Roger Blough downbound at the Gordon
Gordon site. site.
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Cordon site downbound.

The Cason 1. Callaway speed of l100 rp~m with a fLur-bladed propeller.
On 10) February 1979 the Cason /. Callaway I igure 24 shows the auto power spectrum for the

was boarded at the Sault Ste. Marie locks. All ac- how a(( elerometers in the transverse and longi-
celerometers were hooked up to a tape recorder tudinal diret: ions The peaks at 6 5 Hz are the
and the vibration levels were measured simul- propeller noise since the resolution on the auto
taneously in the ship and on the shore as the ship spet trurn is 0) 5 H/ l-igure 25 shows the auto
passed the test sites downbound The ship's pro- spectrum for the accelerometers in the vertical
peller noise had a frequency of 6 7 Hz for a shaft (lire( lion, how and stern The peaks at 6 0 Hz are

12
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Figure 26. Auto power spectrum plot for the Figure 27. Auto power spectrum plot for the
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site downbound. downbound.
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Figure 28. Magnitude of vibrations for the Cason Figure 29. Time record for the accelerometer

JCallaway passing the Doran site downboLund mounted in the transverse direction on the bow

on 10 February 1979 (x is perpendicular to and y of the Cason ). Callaway.
is parallel to the ship channel; z is vertical).

the propeller noise, which is stronger for the none of the higher frequency components, e g.

stern than the bow, as expected Positive identifi- 92 and 12.3 Hz, that were most dominant tn the

cation of the propeller noise on shore IS fur- ship were detected on shore Figure 28 shows the

nished by the geophone auto spectra in Figures vibration levels for the Callaway passing the

26 and 27. The 6.7-Hz signal was picked up by Doran site

geophones as the Cason J. Callaway passed the On 11 February 1979 the Callaway encoun-

Gordon site. This same frequency was found for tered some strong ice in Lake Michigan about 10

the maximum vibration signals as the Callaway miles north of Gary. Indiana Figure 29 shows the

passed the Doran site. It should be noted that time record for the bow accelerometer in the
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Figure 32. Auto power spectrum for the acceler- f igure 33, Time record for the iccelerometer
ometer mounted in the longitudinal direction on mounted in the vertical direction on the bov" of the
the bow of the Cason J. Callawvay. Cason ) Cailaway.

transverse direction. The magnitude indicates a ac elerometer Figure 34 shows the dominant
3 17-g level; however, the accelerometer used frequency for this direction to he 91 H7
was linear up to 2 g so there is little confidence The three accelerometers Mounted in the
above that level Figure 30 shows the dominant stern did not indicate the high frequencies or the
frequency for the transverse bow accelerometer high magnitudes that those m1ouinted iii the how
to he 97 5 Hz. The natural frequency of the a( - dlid I igure 35 is the auto spec truIm IIor the stern
celerometer is 104 Hz, but the intern-, -inmping M ccelerometer in the transverse dire nion 1 he
ratio is 0.0 so resonance effects should he negli- vibration level is abhout one order of magnitude
gible The time record for the how accelerom- lower than that found lror the how transverse ac-
eter in the longitudinal direction is shown in ( elerometer shown in Figure 310 Figure 16 is the
Figure 31. A 1 .4 2-g vibration level is indicated Auto spectrum for the stern longitudinal vihra-
Figure 32 gives the dominant frequency at 91.5 tion IThe auto Spec trum for the stern vertical ac-
Hz for this direction The time record for the (elerometer is shown in I Igore 17 Magnitude
how accelerometer in the vertical direction is ( omparisons for vertical bow and stern a celer-
shown in Figure 33 A vibra~tion leve) of 2 4 g is ometers show that the how level is about 19
indicated but this exceeds the 2-g range of the times; the stern level

14
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The Imperial St. Clair magnitudes for five ships passing the Doran site
In Figure 38 the Imperial St. Clair, a 133-m-long are given in Figures 45-49. All plots were made

tanker, is shown passing the Gordon site after at propeller noise frequencies which were the
breakup of the ice. Figures 39 and 40 are the dominant frequencies as determined from the
auto spectra of the accelerometers on the ice auto spectrum graphs. For a comparison of vi-
and house, perpendicular to the channel, The bration magnitudes with and without an ice
dominant frequency of 9.5 Hz in both figures cover, data were obtained for the Philip R.
corresponds to 142 rpm with a four-bladed pro- Clarke on 3 April 1979 when the channel was es-
peller The coherence, or measure of the degree sentially ice-free (Fig. 50)
of causality, between the two signals is shown in To answer the question of whether the vibra-
Figure 41. A plot of the vibration magnitudes is tion levels are great enough to be perceived, the
given in Figure 42. maximum vibration displacements for six ship

passages were plotted on a standard chart given
Vibration levels in Harris and Crede (1975) This chart is for rota-

Figures 43-49 give the vibration magnitudes ting machinery conditions and the allowable
of seven ships that produced high vibration lev- limits might tend to be higher than those accept-
els. The magnitudes for two ships passing the able for a residence Figure 51 shows that the vi-
Gordon site are given in Figures 43 and 44 The brations can be perceived The one data point
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Figure 38. Imperial St. (lair passing the Dorwn site (ft)vnbound on 21 %Iarc h 19-
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Figure .39. Auto power spectrum for the accel- figure 40). Auto power spectrum for the accel-
erometer mounted perpendicular to the chan- erometer mounted perpendicular to the chan-
nel on the ice as the Imperial St. Clair passed nel on the house as the Imperial St (lair
the Doran site. passed the Doran site.
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Figure 50. Magnitude of vibrations as the Philip Figure 51. Levels of vibration for seven ships
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Figure 52. Auto power spectrum for the hydro- Figure 53. Time record for the hydrophone as the
phone as the Roger Blough passed the Doran site. Roger Blough passed the Gordon site.

for the open water condition is barely above the DISCUSSION
threshold of perception.

The hydrophones were able to pick up the pro- Frequency content
peller noise (Fig. 52) as well as frequencies that The test results show that vibrations caused
are related to ice crushing against the bow of the by ships can be detected. Vibration frequencies
ship. Figure 53 is a time average plot The maxi- caused by propeller noise can be seen on the
mum signal in Figure 53 represents apressure in- strip chart recorder plots: Figure 14 for the
crease of 0.103 kPa (0.015 psi), USCGC Mackinaw and Figure 19 for the Roger
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Blough These trequent tes were vert ied with a that there are some dominant frequen ies it
signal analyzer This ( ross-( he(k method was 92 5 Hz and 12 1 5 Hi that art isso( iated " ith
done for each ship mentioned in this report Ship i ebreaking and with the ship passing through
propeller frequencies were dete ted by trans- the brash ice which filled the (hannel lhe(se

ducers on the ice. in the soil and on the house, high frequen( ies were not the dominant frequ( .i-

Figures 19 and 40 show that the same domiant (es detected by transdo(ers on the i e and
propeller noise frequen(ies were dete(ted by shore This is probably due to higher attenuation
the accelerometers on the ice and house for the ot high frequen(y signals Figure 25 shows the
Imperial St. Clair Figure 41 shows a high (oher- propeller noise to be stronger in the stern than in

ence or measure of causality between these two the bow, as expected It also shows some domi-
signals. nant peaks at 13.8, 21 0 and 31 0 Hi that are

It is possible that a source other than a ship', probably due to rotating machinery in the stern
passing could cause vibrations. Dr David Willis For example. 20 Hz x 60 = 1200 rpm. whi( h is
(pers. comm.) determined that vehicle traffic on the speed of the a.c and d c generators on
a nearby road caused vibrations in the same fre- board the Callaway. the dominant 92.0-Hz tre-
quency range (5-10 Hz) as the ships However, quency is probably associated with the bow (0ol-
the magnitude of the vibrations caused by the liding with the brash ice in the channel
vehicle traffic was about 15% of that recorded The strong ice encountered by the Callavwa
for the ships, and the transducers in the house on 11 February, 10 miles north of (arv, Indiana.
were located about 150 m from the road at both resulted in crushing and breaking o i(t, sin(e

sites. there was no open track f-igure .30 indiates that
Ship vibration problems are discussed by the highest energy is at a frequency of 97 5 Hi as

Noonan and Feldman (1978) They list the vibra- detected by the transverse bow ac(celerometer
tion problem areas on a ship as vibration of hull Figure 32 shows a frequency of 91 5 Hz was de-
girder, major substructures, local structural ele- tected by the longitudinal bow accelerometer
ments, shipboard equipment and main propul- and Figure .34 gives a frequency of 91 Hz de-
sion system. Stiansen (1978) points out that pro- tected by the vertical bow a( (elerometer An in-

peller-induced vibratory forces are the most teresting feature is that the energy of transverse
serious of all periodic forces. These forces may vibrations at the bow is spread trom 80 to 150
be transmitted to the hull directly by shaft Hz. with longitudinal and vertical vibrations
bearings or indirectly by the unsteady water having only a narrow peak at 91 H/ This indi-
pressure field acting on the hull near the stern cates that the bow vibrations are lo(,l and must
Sheet cavitation on the propeller blades can be be related to ice crushing and failing againt the
the most severe source of ship vibrations. Cavita- bow
tion problems can be attenuated with highly Ormondrovd (1950) investigated stresses and

skewed and variable pitch propellers. However, natural frequencies on the USCGC M-,ckinaN A
these ship ,ibration problems are not the same vibration generator was mounted on the center-
as those associated with icebreaking or a ship line of the upper deck to escite the natural
going through brash ice. modes in the vertical plane This was done tor

Dean (pers. comm.) has determined the frazil both open deep water (24 m under the hull) and
and brash ice thickness in the study area. He open shallow water (0.6 il under the hull) for

used airborne radar system profiling and ground deep water the first mode (two nodes) had a Ire-
truth measurements to determine the accUmu- quency of 3 5 Hi and the second mode (three
lated ice thickness on the St. Marys River be- nodes) had a frequency of 6 2 Hi Rigid bodl
tween Frechette Point and Six Mile Point on 8 motion of the ship was negligible in omparison
March 1978. The accumulated frazil and brash to resonant vibration amplitudes I igures 54 and
ice thickness measured 4 to 5 m. The porosity of 55 show that the first and second modes were
the frazil portion of the mass was determined to detected by the vertical dire(tion a( (elerometer
be 0.6 to 0.4. The brash and frazil ice thickness on the ice and the vertical geophone in the soil
was not determined in 1979 and we assumed
that it was somewhat less than that reported by Magnitude
Dean for 1978. All of the tapes were played out on a Brush

Figure 24 shows that the propeller-blade-in- strip (hart re order in order to identify the ships
duced vibration is detected by the bow acceler- that caused the largest vibrations After these
ometers on the Cason I. Callaway. It also show, ships were identified, their vibration re(ords
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Figure 54. Auto power spectrum for the acceler- Figure 55. Auto power spectrum for the geo-
ometer mounted on the ice in the vertical direc- phone mounted in the vertical direction as the
tion as the USCGC Mackinaw passed the Cor- USCGC Mackinaw passed the Gordon site up-
don site upbound. bound.

were examined in detail. Maximum vibration sig- Unfrozen soil, with its lower modulus, causes
nals were found for each transducer and the re- greater damping of vibration signals.
sults were plotted on a standard vibration chart All of the magnitu(C records show that the
taken from Harris and Crede (1975). These vibra- vertica! direction geophone had the largest velo-
tion signals were plotted at the dominant fre- (ity of the three geophones In some cases, as in
quency as seen on the strip chart record and ver- figures 15, 2.3, 42 and 43. vertical particle mo-
ified with an auto power spectrum analysis. tion was the largest motion detected on the ice.

Ground motion studies generally assume that Data from the accelerometers mounted on the
a particle velocity of 25.4 mm/s will cause dam- Callawav sho, that vibration levels on the bow
age to a building. However, at present a reduc- were more than an order of magnitude higher
tion in this particle velocity level is being con- than those on the stern. This is due to high local
sidered for design codes. Vibration magnitudes acceleration on the bow associated with ice-
for the ships which caused the highest vibrations breaking

are given in Figures 15, 23, 28 and 42-50. Most of It is difficult to make exact comparisons of vi-
the signals ranged from 0.18 mm/s to 2.3 mm/s. bration levels for ship traffic with and without
These levels are about an order of magnitude an ice cover because of different ship speeds
lower than levels required to cause damage to and subsequent energy input to the water. How-
the walls of a building. ever, some rough estimates have been made

Residents along the channel felt that the vi- (Table 1). The vertical direction geophone signal
brations were lower in 1979 than in other years. was used for the comparison since it always indi-
There are at least two reasons why the levels cated the largest soil particle motion.
were lower. First, there were no significant ice The first comparison in Table 1 is the most rea-
jams in 1979 so that ships, especially the sonable, since it involves the same ship going the
Mackinaw, did not have to back up and ram the same direction, downbound, for ice and no-ice
ice, the situation which residents felt caused the conditions. The ship speed is higher for the no-
most serious vibrations in previous years. Resi- ice condition but the unknown shaft speed and
dents feel that the boom placed at the Little Ra- energy input could have been the same or less
pids Cut has reduced the occurrence of and po- for the no-ice condition. In the second compari-
tential for ice jams. Second, the snow depth on son, a broken ice condition as shown in Figure 38
the ground for most of the winter was about 0.8 is used and a lower ratio is found, as expected. In
m, which prevented the ground from freezing. the third comparison two similar ships with quite
The ground was not frozen in January when the different speeds are used to obtain a high ratio.
geophones were buried. This unfrozen soil could From one year's data it appears that the vibra-
reduce the vibration levels by not providing a tion level with an ice cover is about four to five
continuous frozen layer from shore to house times the vibration level without an ice cover.
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Table 1. Comparison of vibrations with and without an ice cover.
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When the ice is broken up the ratio is about two broken ice sheet Also, the discussion will focus

to three times that of a no-ice condition. This on the fact that the vertical motion was the
suggests that the energy transmission is not all largest, as measured by the buried geophones.

through the ice but that some is through the Figure 57 show,; the three mode% and their paths
water, with the ice, solid or broken, acting as a Energy is transmitted through the wvater by a

waveguide compressional wave or P wave. In his discussion

To identify the mode of vibration energy of the transmission of seismic waves from a liq-
transmission, a comparison was made between uid to a solid, White (1965) reports that the re-

the solid ice and broken ice conditions These flection coefficient is near unity for incident
two conditions are shown in Figures 5 and 7 re- angles greater than 600 from the normal. This

spectively The solid ice has many cracks in it, means that P waves in the water, successively re-
e.g. the shoreline cra..k shown in Figure 56. flected between the bed and the ice, could prop-
These cracks are dry, however, and the ice sheet agate to shore with little attenuation and no

is continuous In contrast, the broken ice condi- change in waveform. This reflection of P waves

tion is a discontinuous ice sheet (Fig. 38). Table 2 will also occur without an ice cover. To account

gives vibration levels for six ships under the two for the higher energy with an ice cover, the ex-

conditions. Again, the vertical direction geo- planation may lie with the P wave interaction
phone signal was used for the comparison, ex- with the shore-fast ice The incident P wave
cept for the Callaway, where the signal from the could cause a refracted P wave and a refracted
geophone parallel to the channel was used shear or S wave in the ice above and in the soil

The results shown in Table 2 indicate that the on the bottom. The wave energy is thereby being
vibration levels, as detected in the soil. are focused or absorbed in a way similar to the high

about the same for a solid ice sheet and for a energy absorption by wedged surfaces in an

broken-up ice sheet. Rigorous comparisons can- anechoic room. Without an ice cover the inci-

not be made because of different ship speeds dent P wave causes refracted waves only in the

and unknown power expenditure. Shaft rpm is soil on the bottom. The refracted shear waves in

about the same for the comparisons but ship the ice and in the bottom soil could combine to
speed would generally increase in broken ice produce a vertical shear or SV wave to account

with the same rpm. for the large vertical vibration signals detected
by the geophones.

Mode of transmission There will be energy transmission through the

The data collected in this study enabled the soil with or without an ice cover. The incident P

propeller-excited vibrations to be clearly identi- wave will cause refracted P and S waves and

fied by the geophones buried in the soil on shore. Rayleigh waves in the bed. These will propagate

The energy path from the propeller to the geo- to shore. Reflected P waves from underlying

phones could be through three modes: 1) in the bedrock and refracted P waves from denser lay-

water, 2)in thesoil, and 3)in the ice. Eachof these ers, which could cause large vertical component

modes will be discussed, with the knowledge vibrations, are not considered because they will

that the vibration levels with an ice cover are be unaffected by the presence of an ice cover.

about four times the levels without an ice cover, As the S waves and Rayleigh waves propagate to-

and that there is not much difference between wards shore their energy could be amplified by

the vibration levels with a solid ice sheet and a the interaction with incident P waves from the

SFigure 57. Seismic wave paths.
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water This resonant coupling could be greater orneters mounted on the ice The accelerom-
with an ice cover than without, especially very eters used were sensitive to tilt in the vertical
close to shore These amplified SV waves could plane, so any tilt in the ice will be detected by
then account for the large vertical component ot them Tilt of the accelerometer perpendicular to
vibration detected on shore the channel is evident in both figures and repre-

Incident P waves from the water can cause re sents a flexural wave in the ice as a water wave is
fracted P and S waves in an ice cover. These .S progressing toward shore To a lesser degree, tilt
waves can propagate towards shore and cause of the accelerometer parallel to the channel is
the large vertical vibration signals that we ob- shown in Figure 14 The accelerometers used
tained. However, the results in Table 2 indicate had a frequency range starting from zero so that
that there is not much difference in vibration the quasi-static tilt component could be deter-
levels between solid ice and broken ice The mined The magnitude of tilt for the accelerom-
broken-up ice pieces would all have to be in con eter perpendicular to the channel in Figure 14 is
tact for the S waves to be transmitted to shore 0.8b ° The period is about 18 s The velocity of
The P waves could be transmitted to shore flexural waves for ice in shallow water is
whether the ice pieces were in contact or not
and could possibly generate S waves where the V = tgh)'" (1)
shore-fast ice contacts the shore.

Since all three modes are possible, a definitive where h is the water depth For the Gordon site,
answer to the question of wave energy transmis V = 5 ms (11 i5 ft/s) so the wavelength is
sion must be deferred until additional data are
obtained However, based on only one year's A V f = 62 1 m (204 it) (2)
data, the dominant modes of energy transmis-
sion appear to be 1) a P wave through the water, In Figure 19 the magnitude of tilt is 0 70 for the
with the ice acting as a waveguide to focus the accelerometer perpendicular to the channel
energy as it approaches the shore, and 2) reso- [he period and wavelength are the same as
nant coupling between P waves in the water and -ibove
S waves or Rayleigh waves in the bed. Further The presence of tilt shown by the accelerom-
study should include the use of additional instru- eter parallel to the channel, concurrent with tilt
mentation to delineate the contribution from shown by the accelerometer perpendicular to
each mode. the channel, indicates a flexural wave at some

angle which is not normal to the shore This is
Opening the channel reasonable if the flexural wave is caused by the

During the winter navigation season ice- bow wave of the ship. To obtain a rough esti-
breaking on the St. Marys River is vital to ship mate of the rise and fall of the ice sheet during
passage. On 10 February 1979, the USCGC the passage of a flexural wave, use
Katmai Bay, with a 12.1-m beam, passed the test
sites in the morning. Eight hours later the Calla- sin 0.860 = (mn)/(6 21/2) (3)
way passed the sites downbound as discussed in
the test results section. One-half hour later a sis- Solving for z gives 0 15 m (0.5 ft) for the wave in
ter ship, the Philip R. Clarke, followed the Calla- Figure 14 This compares well with measure-
way downbound The Callaway and Clarke both merits made by Gleason (pers comm.)
have a 23-m beam and were both traveling at the Peters (1950) investigated the effect of a
same velocity of 13.8 km/hr (8 6 mph). [he vibra- floating mat on water waves This mat could be
tions oa the Clarke were only 45 to 67% of those considered a field of broken ice He formulated
measured on the Callaway. This verifies the im- the problem in terms of a velocity potential O(x,

portance of the icebreaking process in pro- y,z,t) with a general solu' ion of
ducing vibrations on shore The high vibration
levels caused by icebreaking are partly due to (P = 1(x,y,Icoswt + 02(x,y)sinwt (4)
the icebreaking itself and partly due to the high-
er power demand where w is the circular frequency and t is time

If r? = x,O,z,t) is the displacement of the
Flexural waves water surface, he found that +1 and +2 are har-

One phenomenon which is evident in I igures monic functions which must satisfy
14 and 19 is the waves picked up by the acceler-
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p + Qgq - L(d0/dt) = 0 (5) oncentrated in a Single l' iding oav' HeI' ,lso)
noti(ed that the ' v( hisel i)lrahid turiOtisl ,S

(dO/dy) + (dyldtj = 0 (6) the Ship passed

where eq 5 is from Bernoulli's law where the non- Duration id occurrence
linear terms have been neglected in this first or- of maximum vibrations
der approximation. Here p is the pressure at the The duration of Strong vibration sigrlras a,

surface, Q is the water density, and g is the accel- determined from the strip (hart ret(ords I gures
eration due to gravity. Now, it is assumed that 14 and 19 Show tpi(al (LuraFtion signals for the
gravity and the pressure of the water under the ships passing a test site where a Strong signal
mat are the only forces acting. If Q, is the ice den- lasted for about 10-20 T Ihis is (omparable to

sity then buoyancy per unit area is signal durations tound on some earthquake at
celerograms ((Iough and Peni en 1975) Sini e

p = Q, (d297Jdt 2) (7) the time required to pass a part i ular site was

about )0 S, the duration ot vibration (ould p1o-
and Peters finds the displacement of the matted tential, ,Ils() be about )0 1,

surface to be the maxiniun vibrations measured were on
the bow ot thc ( al/as a in the irans%,erse dire(

= - (w/g)k(qg),'Ug-QW 2)] tion ushen it %%as rushing ji e I he level was over
2 g A donminant ireiuent., asso( iated with that

[l(xO) sin wt -2(x,0)cos"ot] (8) 0(i( uirren( v %,is a 7 5 H/ (I ig ()) 1 he vibration in
the longitudinal iire( tion on the bow ot the

Peters points out that the effect of the broken ( allausav as 1 42 g and the dominant frequency
ice depends upon the sign of C =  wgI ,, w2 - WgJ ,a 91 5 11 (1 ig ,1 ) In I igore 52, the signal from
If C . 0, waves pass into the broken ice with an tht, hi drophor had a naXnimum at 92 H/ as the
altered wavelength and amplitude If C = 0, the (oijgh pased thle )ora site hese results mdi-
situation is one where waves are approat hing a ate that maxium ibr,ai)n,, on board Ship o(
dock. If C .0, the disturbance in the fret surta( c oi s h,,n hips i rush through it e. and that tre-
is not propagated to any great distan( e inside it it's t ro)m 80) 15t0 l1 art' asso( lated " ith

the broken ice but attenuates with 1 d where d is hatt rushing
the distance inside the broken ice

If the above criteria are applied to the results Ifect of weather
of this study, the flexural waves prt'.iousl (is ( limatologi(al data for Sault Ste Marie,
cussed will have C = -1 125 This mt,ms that a Mss higan, turnished by NOAA, were examined
gravity wave disturbante would pass into the to determine the anation of the weather in 1978
broken ice pieces If we ( onsider a sUrta a' wae and 19791 from the norm Data for the years
generated by a propeller with a blade tr (une 1971 7) were ot particular interest since these
of 8 Hz, we obtain C 000)t)4 1 1)s n',ins 1, that were the 8 -ears of the demonstration program
the surface wave disturbame would bt' great)', 1he 1 m Snowfall in December 1978 was a rec-
attenuated by the broken ice pit(es A portion ord high This is 07% above the average for the 8
of the original wave energy, how'vter. may he vearS ot the program and 90% above average for
transmitted under the ice in thi' form o a P the 41) years of re(ord The average temperature
%A.ave for December 1978 was -78 0 C which is 4%

An observation by Wuebben (1978) ot the itt' below average for the 8 years of the program
off Frechette Point (.300 m upstream from the and 12 7% below average for the 40 years of rec-
Gordon site) indicates the energy asi iited ord The record snowfall in December 1978 did
with water waves under an ii:e ( over lHe pla( ed not allow the soil to free/e
an ice chisel in a nearshore ite (ratk and ob We investigated the effect that weather condi-
served a 09 m water wave spurt through the tions might have on the level of vibrations Fig-
crack as the Philip R. Clarke passed at about 18 4 ure 58 shows the average daily temperture for
km/h (11 4 mph) Wuebben also us(usses thi Sault Ste Marie, Mi( higan from 1 January to 8
bow wave generated by a moving ship As a Ship April 1979 The data for this figure were ob-

approaches the critical wave velo( ity, whith for tained from NOAA (1979) The first data were
a 1.31-m (4-ft) water depth is about 18 4 km hr collected at the Gordon site on 18 lanuary and
(11.4 mph), the wave-making energy be(ome, at the Doran site on 7 February We postulated
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Figure 58. Average daily temperature for 1 January through It) April

1979, Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan.

that cold, high modulus, low damping ice could and upbound ships This indicates that there

transmit high vibration levels. In Figure 58, the may be certain soil or river bed conditions favor-

highest vibration levels found are associated able for energy transmission A river bed seismic

with the first six ships in chronological order survey including core sampling must be con-

The passage of ships did not always concur with ducted to verify this evidence.

low temperatures. The first three ships, Mac- An attempt to lump together all of the factors

kinaw, Blough, and Stinson, were recorded after Contributing to onshore vibration cannot be

a cold period, 16-18 January, and at the begin- made from one year's data. However, the data

ning of a warming cycle. The next three ships, suggest the dependence of the vibration on the

Callaway, Clarke and Mackinaw, were recorded velocity of the ship, the energy expended by the

at the Doran site during a definite cold period ship, the cross-sectional area of the ship, and

After 20 February the weather remained compar- factors which identify the condition of the ice,

atively warm and the vibration levels tended to soil and site

be lower. However, many other variables are in-

volved in the vibration levels produced, such as

ship speed, energy expended, ship size and soil CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

conditions. It appears that there is no definite

conclusion to be reached on the weather effect The first two objectives of this study were

from the data of 1979. The uncoupling effect of achieved The ships were identified as a source

the unfrozen soil tended to dampen out any of vibrations. The magnitude of the vibrations
weather effect. was measured and the highest levels were found

The vibration levels from the Gordon and to be 2 3 mm/s as measured by the buried geo-

Doran sites were about the same. This indicates phones, or about one order of magnitude lower

that the shoreline protection used, i.e. rock and than levels which could cause damage to walls.

timber for the Gordon site and driven sheet The highest levels were in the vertical direction

piling for the Doran site, does not have a signifi- on the ice, in the soil and on the buildings The

cant effect. Again, however, the unfrozen soil dominant frequencies were identified as propel-

could have attenuated this effect ler noise Transducers on board ship indicated

There is some evidence, as indicated on the that frequencies of around 80-150 Hz were asso-

strip chart records, that other site-specific condi- ciated with icebreaking or ship passage through

tions might have an effect At the Gordon site, brash ice Vibration levels measured on the bow

strong vibration levels were seen when the ship of a ship were more than 2 g during ice crushing

was upstream of the site, both for downbound This indicates that the high vibration levels at
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high frequencies associated with icebreaking are and instrumenting the USCGC Mackinaw to s ii-
greatly attenuated as far as onshore vibrations chrontie on board and on shore signals. Other
are concerned. Icebreaking and opening the useful information could be obtained from a
channel were important in reducing vibration river seismic study, from the determination of
levels by about 50% for a ship following closely the vectorial resultant of the three-dimensional
behind another ship. The duration of vibrations transducer signals, and from a vibration ques-
onshore was found to be comparable to earth- tionnaire survey of the residents, similar to stan-
quake durations, 10-20 s. dard earthquake surveys. A larger array of trans-

The third objective, determination of the ducers should be used to determine the absorp-
mode of energy transmission, cannot be definite- ion or attenuation coefficient in the ice, in the
ly identified after only one year's study The -oil and in the water
three modes of transmission, in the water, in the
soil and in the ice, are discussed in only a quali-
tative manner. There is some evidence that the LITERATURE CITED
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